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ABSTRACT
The Agriculture Committee of The Executive Yuan had conducted 「The emergency soil and
water conservation plan on the debris flow and landslide source areas on 921 rehabilitate areas」in
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effectively . The major parts of these plans deal with the treatments of landslide source areas, by
using ecological engineering methods and introducing local materials, together with hiring local
residents in construction works. The drainage works, with functions on intercepting and guiding
run-off to eliminate pore water pressure and surface soil erosion, are imperative parts of the
emergency treatments.Some field survey had been proceeded on construction locations in this study,
and queried about construction details and the points for attentions, the measurements of the
construction works were also been taken as database for analysis and category. Owing to the usage of
local materials and the ideas of taking suitable measures that fit local circumstances, the materials and
construction procedures which conducted in different rehabilitation areas may be slight different. This
study aims to collect and categorize drainage methods used in landslide source areas, and illustrates
by simple conceptual drawings or diagrams. To this study, it cans be used as a reference on
emergency treatment of drainage works.
(Keywords：landslide source areas, emergency treatment, drainage works)
前 言
台灣地區自民國88年發生 921集集大地
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b. 底層可鋪上一層不織布或是一層 PE 透
水織布，其兩端需留下 30~50公分作為
固定用。



































































圖 3. 坡頂截水 圖 4. 坡頂截水簡易設計圖
圖 5. 透水織布橫向排水溝
圖 6. 橫向排水溝簡易設計圖
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圖 7. 竹片(樁)橫向排水溝(坡趾) 圖 8. 竹片(樁)橫向排水溝示意圖
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